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Development officer (web science and zetoc) 
Role Brief 

Directorate Digital resources 
Base location 

ection 

Manchester 
Grade I (from £31,342) pro rata 
Date January 2018 
Reports to Web of science and zetoc services manager 
Responsible for Responding to user community to effectively resolve information queries  

 

1. Background 

 
This is a role in the digital resources directorate. 

Jisc has created this business unit to bring together all of Jisc’s digital resources, strategy, services and 

operations into a single management framework. These will optimise Jisc’s activities in these areas as a 

cohesive whole in order to:   

• Ensure that Jisc’s digital resources capabilities and expertise are applied cost effectively and 

imaginatively to make a real difference to research and education in the UK on a sustained basis  

• Lead, integrate and manage the performance of core digital resources expertise, infrastructure 

and services including Jisc collections  

• Within the emerging “open” context, ensure that Jisc delivers at the forefront of academic 

information resources, modern discovery and access   

The Jisc digital resources team will work together and will collaborate with colleagues across Jisc to:  

• Contribute to the delivery of the aims set out in the Wilson review  

• Ensure that Jisc becomes the world-leading exemplar in their field of expertise  

• Set the agenda for change across Jisc’s core digital resources expertise, infrastructure and services   

• Strengthen Jisc’s digital resources capability to support the digital futures pipeline  

• Ensure Jisc contributes to and is suitably influential in UK and international information 

management, digital resources standards bodies and other important working groups  

• Contribute to the wider Jisc strategy and articulate and embed a digital resources vision and a 

purpose for Jisc’s role in the:  

▪ UK education and research sector  

▪ Wider international academic community  

▪ Other public sector organisations who may bring benefit to Jisc’s aims and 

objectives 
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2. Purpose and scope 
 
The development officer will be responsible for providing high quality service support. The role involves 

responding to user community to effectively resolve information queries and provide helpdesk responses. 

The work will take place in line with agreed service level agreements and operational/development plans. 

The prime purpose of the role is the provision of high quality user and service support to Jisc, Clarivate 

Analytics, The British Library and their customers within the UK academic sector.  

The development officer will sit in the digital resources directorate and the service manager (web of 

science and zetoc) will hold the formal reporting line.  

 

3. Key accountabilities and role outputs 
 
Responsibilities will be expected to be developed and finalised over time and will include but will not be 

restricted to: 

 

• Provide skills and knowledge to support services delivery evolution 

• Deliver services against SLA/Ds including appropriate monitoring and review 

• Operate with a service and customer ethos accepting assigned tasks in support of user needs 

• Undertake investigations of service developments as requested 

• Develop and maintain the support infrastructure required for services 

• Develop and deliver training courses/workshops. 

• Develop and maintain service related documentation, publicity and support materials. 

• Attend conferences and workshops as required. 

• Produce routine reports and service monitoring statistics. 

• Participate in cross-service activities and projects as required. 

• Undertake other duties commensurate with the post as they arise. 

• Proactively provide comprehensive advice and assistance to users of the web of science and zetoc 

services  

• In collaboration with colleagues and Clarivate Analytics, develop organise and deliver training 

courses appropriate for institutional support staff 

• Collate web of science and zetoc related statistics to produce reports as requested 

• Plan, organise and support service-related promotional events 

• Ensure the currency, accessibility and usability of the service website 

• Classify, collate and report web of science user enhancement requests 

• Liaise with colleagues from the web of science and zetoc stakeholder communities, including 

Clarivate Analytics, the British Library, Jisc and Sherif User Group as required 

• Develop and maintain productive relationships with data providers and users, within Jisc, in 

institutions and among other data providers such as national bodies and academic publishers 
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4. Skills, Knowledge & Experience 
 
 

 Essential Desirable 

Qualifications • A good honours degree or relevant 
experience in an equivalent role  

 

 

Experience • Experience of providing user 

support in a customer-facing role 

• Experience in liaising and 

negotiating with key stakeholders 
at a range of levels, including 

representatives of institutions and 

commercial bodies such as 

publishers 

 

• Experience in the academic 

publishing or related industries  

• Experience in academic libraries 

and/or research offices  

 

Knowledge • A good understanding of online 

bibliographic services and their 

role in resource discovery, citation 

analysis, etc  

• A good understanding of library 

services, scholarly 

communications, including the 

market conditions prevalent in the 

UK and internationally, and the of 

interests of all key stakeholders 

that are implied by those 

conditions  

• A good understanding of the role 
of library services and scholarly 

communications in higher 

education and research in the UK 
and internationally and, in 

particular, its implications for 
universities  

• A good understanding of the 

strategic and operational 

requirements associated with 
library services and scholarly 

communication 

 

• A good understanding of Jisc’s 

work in support of library 

services, scholarly 

communications, including its 

rationale and scope  

• A good understanding of web of 

science and/or zetoc services 

Skills • Excellent communication skills 

(written and verbal) including the 
ability to explain complex issues to 

non-expert colleagues and create 
clear documentation and reports 
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• Flexible, enthusiastic and proactive 

approach to work with the ability 

to work as part of a team   

• Excellent planning and 

organisational skills and the ability 
to work to deadlines.  

• Willing to learn new skills, acquire 

new knowledge and travel for 

meetings and events as required.  

 

 

5. Key Contacts 
 

• Executive director for digital resources  
• Head of library analytics services 
• Head of library shared services 
• Head of scholarly communications support  
• Managers within the library analytics services team  
• Jisc Collections staff  
• Managers and senior managers across the organisation 
• Higher education/further education stakeholders  
• Customer and sector representatives at all levels  
• Jisc partners and collaborators   
• Clarivate Analytics 
• The British Library 
 
 

 

IMPORTANT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

The web of science and zetoc services manager will discuss all elements of the role brief with the appointee 

on appointment and after six months, recognising that some elements may need changing. 

The above is provided for guidance, is not contractual, and is not an exhaustive list of all accountabilities 

that the post holder may have.   

 


